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 Allah says you are not the creator, you are just taking soil and covering the seed. You are not 

the creator of the seeds and you are not able to grow it. Allah says you are not the creator 

rather you are just struggling. Allah says the water that you drink you are not the first, do you 

bring it from the clouds or you are just receiving. Next thing is fire. You can start a fire but Allah 

says did you make the tree that gave you wood for this fire. Allah is Awwal and nothing comes 

before Him. He is the one who creates the thing and the source. Don’t ever feel proud that you 

are the one who creates and don’t attach to means.  



When you don’t know what to do first, if everything is messy around you and you feel 

exhausted then you discipline yourself with prayer. If you are tired from everything around you 

then you take care of the prayer. You get this done first and organize your appointment with 

Allah. Which is the first prayer that you need to take care of is Asar because it’s neglected the 

most. Everyone will give you a different advice but you listen to Allah alone. You ask Allah to 

protect you and make it easy because He is the Awwal. You ask Allah to help you and tell you 

what the right way is.  

We did some of the cases in which Allah is the first one for us and how we apply. We will 

continue the fifth one.  

Allah Al Awwal in Qudra (Ability and power) 

Qudra is from qadar and its different from quwwa as that refers to physical ability. Qudra is the 

ability to do in a time and way that He wants and is best. That is why Qadar is qudrat Allah. We 

are all part of this Qadar. To make it that way that is the way Allah wants it even if anybody 

disagree. Allah will make things happen according to His time, place and way. He will do it in a 

way He wants it to happen. This is the power of Allah. Al Qadar is the power of Allah. You cant 

blame your sins to be qudrat Allah. This is for your decree that is not in your hands. When you 

do wrong then don’t accuse Allah. Allah knew about this qadar from before, even the way you 

are keeping hand under your chin is from hthe Qadar. Allah wrote everything in the preserved 

tablet. He is able to give you provision but He brings it with wisdom and qadar. Allah is the first 

one to know about our qadar and He is the one who designed it for us.  

 

Surah Furqan ayah 45 

 



Even for the sun and the shadows there is a measured qadar. During asar time the shadow is 

double, why is it? This is qudrat of Allah, if Allah wills He can make the shadow stagnant but this 

is the qudrat of Allah. Allah is Awwal Fee Qudra.  

 

Surah nahl ayah 40 

 

Allah just have to say Kunn fa yakoon for things to happen. Calling Allah by His names can bring 

things to you that are not even in your reach because He is able to do everything. He is able to 

do everything but He will do it when He wants it and according to His way.  

Whatever we invent is not from nothing and we are not the creator, people are given brain and 

intellect by Allah and then gave the means so He is Awwal in giving us everything around us so 

that we are able to use these things to make something. 

Impact on us 

We need to start with two main abilities, Allah gave us ability to do things and He gave us so 

many abilities. The first of the abilities is to discipline yourself that is to take control of your 

nafs. Allah gave you the ability and you are the one who can discipline yourself and make 

yourself to do something. If you don’t control your nafs you will spread mischief on earth. The 

first ability that you need to activate for other abilities to develop. If you cannot do this then 

you can’t progress in any other way. When you are angry then you take control of yourself. 

Allah gave us so many Qudra but the first one is to take charge of your nafs first.  

The second is the ability to attain knowledge. Allah gave the human this ability after they take 

care of nafs they start to acquire knowledge and they search listen, apply, and put efforts for 

gaining the knowledge. You can do this in every role. First control yourself then acquire 

knowledge. You know all of this information but then you apply it.  

 


